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By letter of 17 September 1975, the Council of the European Communities
forwarded to Parliament preliminary draft supplementary 2nd amending budget

no. 4 of the European Communities for the financial year 1975.
On 22 September 1975 a meeting was held, in the ~ontext of the budgetary
proceduro, between u deleqation from Parliament and the Council before the
latter established the draft supplementary and amending budget.
On the same day the Council established draft supplementary and amending budget no. 3 and forwarded it to Parliament.

On 14 October 1975 it was

referred to the Committee on Budgets.
At its meeting of 15 July 1975 the Committee on 3udgets ratified the
appointment of Mr Aigner, the rapporteur on the general budget for 1975, as
rapporteur on the draft supplementary budget.
It considered the preliminary draft budget at the same meeting.
An exchange of views on the draft supplementary budget was held on
1 October 1975.

The Committee on Budgets considered the draft report by

Mr Aigner at its meetings of 29 October and 5 November 1975 in the presence
of the Council.

The draft report was adopted on 5 November by 14 votes in

favour, with one abstention.
Present: Mr Lange, chairman; Mr Aigner, vice-chairman and rapporteur;
Lord Bessborough, Mr Brugger, Mr Cointat, Mr Dalyell, Mr Fabbrini, Miss
Flesch, Mr FrUh, Mr Lautenschlager, Mr Notenboom, Lord Reay (deputizing for.
Mr Kirk), Mr Schuijt (deputizing for Mr Galli), Mr Shdw and Mr Yeats.
·rhe opinion of the Committee on Agriculture is attaclied.
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A

The Committee on Budgets hereby submits to the European Parliament the
following motion for a resolution together with explanatory statement:
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on draft amending and supplementary budget no. 3 of the European CommunilieA
for the financial year 1975

The European Parliament,
- having regard to the preliminary drafts of supplementary budgets No. 2 and
No. 4 for 1975

(C~M (75) 59 and COM(75) 476) submitted by the Commission,

- having regard to the discussion between its delegation and the Council on
22 September 1975,
- having regard to draft amending and supplementary budget No. 3 for 1975
established by the Council (Doc. 279/75),
having regard to the report of the Committee on Budgets and the opinion
of the Committee on Agriculture (Doc. 364/75),
l. Considers that the Council bears sole responsibility for this supplementary

budget, since, during the discussion of the 1975 General Budget, it was
not prepared to support the views of the Commission and Parliament and
insert in the general budget the ad hoe entries ( 20C m. u. a.) which are now
necessary;
2. Deplores:

(a) the fact that amending and supplementary budget No. 3 has been submitted
almost simultaneously with the general budget for 1976, which is
incompatible with the spirit of the relevant provisions of the Financial
Regulation of the European Communities (Article 1(4));
(b) the fact that transfers of funds within the Guarantee Section of the
EAGGF amounting to as much as 20% of the appropriations entered in the

t
I
'

annual budget are made towards the end of each financial year, which
does not accord with Parliament's political views on the way in which
a budget should be implemented;
(c)

the fact that measures within the budgetary procedure can be used to
circumvent the annual adoption of the budget by Parliament, which is
its responsibility at least as much as it is that of the Council,
and also that this amending and supplementary budget clearly shows
how ineffective the distinction between 'compulsory'and 'noncompulsory' expenditure is in practice;
PE 42.317/ fin.
-
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3. Urges the Council:
(a) to undertake to reach a decision before consideration of the 1977
general budget begins, on the sixth directive on harmonization of
the common basis of assessment of value added tax, which is fundamental to the Community's financial independence, laid down as an
objective in the Treaty;
(b) to include in the annual budget from now on all foreseeable and
unavoidable expenditure, in compliance with the relevant provisions
of the Treaty and the Financial Regulation;
(c) to provide - if it continues to insist that certain forecasts are
guesswork - in addition to the funds directly entered on budget lino~
an allocation in Chapter 98 'non-allocated provisional appropriations'
in order both to avoid supplementary budgets and recourse to additional
instruments in the course of the financial year, and to make transfers
of funds more transparent;
(d) to apply the Treaty provisions relating to the b~aget in such a way
as to allow Parliament a real say in drawing up the budget and amending
it during the financial year;
4. Submits to the Council the amendment adopted by Parliament on Title 4

'Ains, subsidies and financial contributions';

5. Proposes to approve amending and supplementary budget no. 3 of the Euroµc~n
communities for 1975 provided the Council does not modify this amendment,
which is fully covered by Article 203(8) (EEC),and makes an appropriate
statement to Parliament on the reservations expressed in paragraph

3

of

this motion for a resolution;
6. Observes that the budgetary authority (the Council and the European Parlia-

ment) has not commented on the Commission's proposals as regards the supplementary and amending appropriations for research.

-
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B

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT
1.

The Conunittee on Budgets considers that the following problems and

questions arise in connection with draft amending and supplementary budget
No. 3 for the financial year 1975.

These will have to be answered promptly

and properly during the forthcoming budgetary debates, and c~rtainly no
later than the time of review of the Financial Regulation of the Communities
(following the adoption of 22 July 1975 of the new treaty modifying certain
former budgetary provisions).

The problems and questions are sununarized

below:
A - NATURE OF EXPENDITURE
2.

The treaty lays down two categories of expenditure:

that 'necessarily

resulting from this Treaty or from acts adopted in accordance therewith' and
other expenditure.

The first category is compulsory in nature, which means

that the relevant budget entries cannot be modified as Parliament wishes;
wJth the uocond cntuqory, Prtrlinmc'Hlt fln)oyfl c1ff11c:tivft powtirr1 of mrnlifil'f\1 lon

(reduction or increase).
A year ago, the explanatory memorandum to the draft budget of the
Conununities, drawn up by the Council, defined compulsory expenditure as
follows:

'since the only expenditure to have been classified as compulsory

was that for which no budgetary authority, be it the Council or the European
Parliament was, because of the texts, free to determine an appropriation•. 1
B - NON-COMPULSORY NATURE OF THE CONCEPT OF COMPULSORY EXPZNDITURE
3.

Draft supplementary budget No. 3 clearly shows that che concept of

compulsory expenditure is not reflected in the budget entries.

This is

proved by the fact that certain items under the Guarantee Section of the
EAGGF have been reduced by up to 80% (as in Chapter 63

oils and fats',

where it is proposed to delete 270 mu.a. from the initial entry of
342,025,000 u.a.).
4.

Others have been increased by over 100% (in particular, the chapters

on 'beef and veal' and 'sugar' where the initial sums of 395 mu.a. and
135.6 mu.a. were increased by 400 mu.a. and 190 mu.a. respectively) .

••
1

Volume 7, explanatory memorandum to the draft general budget of the European
Communities for 1975

-
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C - THE BUDGET IS NO LONGER BASED ON VALID ESTIMATES
5.

The concept of budgetary estimates, and consequently of the idea of

the budget as an estimate, confirmed by the treaty, are seriously distorted
by large-scale ~ovements such as those criticized under 3 above.
D - INADEQUATE EXPLANATION OF THE SIZE OF CREDIT TRANSFER~
6.

The Commission, acting in self-contradiction and contrary to the view

of the Council, considers that the Community agricultural price review has
altogether predictable budgetary implications and that the entry in the
budget of an ad hoe estimate for the adjustment of Community prices would
avoid the need for a supplementary budget for that purpose.
On the other hand, it gives a poor and unsatisfactory explanation (one
page for a transfer of almost 1,000 mu.a.!!) of why it was unable at the
beginning of the year to foresee the trend (upward or do\1nward) in the main

items of expenditure it now proposes in the supplementary budget;
E - CONTRADITIONS BETWEEN THE PROVISIONS OF THE TREATY AND THOSE OF THE
FINANCIAL REGULATION
7.

The financial regulation of 25 April 1973, applicable to the general

budget of the Communities, contains several provisions in a~cordance with
which appropriations may be transferred from

On3

chapter to another and

appropriations carried over, either automatically or non-automatically, from
one year to another.
The range of possibilities is so wide that the provisions of the
financial regulation come into conflict with those of the treaty (compulsory
and non-compulsory expenditure);

but these treaty provisions remain

applicable since the treaty itself is in force, no matter how illogical,
not to say artificial, institutions such as Parliament co~sider them.
These provisions, taken as a whole, allow or oblige the Commission to
juggle with the figures, as in supplementary budget No. 3, by releasing an
impressive flood of transfers from one chapter to another in order to allow
freer use of appropriations which, if carried from one year to the next for
their initial purpose, could not then be used for other items;
F - THE SURPLUS OF APPROPRIATIONS AT THE END OF THE YF'...AR
8.

This flood of transfers occurs in the Community at the end of each

financial year and, since they are not contained in a supplementary budget
they pass the European Parliament by - under the terms of the Financial
Regulation, Parliament is not consulted on these 'intra-guarantee' transfers

-
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G - THE POWER OF MANAGEMENT OF THE COMMISSION AND COUNCIL AND THE DECISIONMAKING POWER OF PARLIAMENT
C),

1\s

a result o: an impressiv,i ranqe of routine managtiment measures the

wholo l1ody ol

IJ11tlq1•lary

n•qulc1Uons

.Is thrown t'1>11tpl<'l<.'I'{ 0111

of' <1<'cl1·;

Parliarnonl'n poworn, ~li<rht enough when the nnnual budget is f1xod, arc
totally ignored.
The regulations and administrative and financial formalities which
culminate in budget entries have grown so complex that where a draft
supplementary budget such as the present one is concerned, Parliament's
power of control is virtually nil.
power

It might even be tempting to forego this

to avoid being an accessory in the matter, if it were not realized

that such acts of self-denial usually mean handing over the problems to a
body of technicians, who despite their worth are open to the temptations of
the technocrat if they are left alone, free of all contrcl, to handle what
are apprently complex techniques.
H - THE WEAKENING OF PARLIAMENT'S ROLE
10.

Although it ahould help to ensure better parliamenta~y control, the

fractioned implementation of budgetary policy (excessive number of supplementary budgets throughout the year) and the piecemeal ~ubmission of budgetary
documents to Parliament (in particular the financial report on the
administration of various funds, the use of appropriations throughout the
year, documents comparing the use of credits with the previous year, etc.)
are instrumental in destroying Parliament's role.

I - THE NEED FOR BUDGETARY TRANSPARENCY
11.

Finally, the technique of pluriannual allocations, already applied to

the research and education budget, which involves entering appropriations
in a single chapter of the budget (Chapter 33) and breaki.ng down the figures
in lengthy annexes, and the lack of satisfactory reports on the use of previous
appropriations show how inordinately difficult it is f~r Parliament, or anyone
else, to form an impression of, let alone control through an annual procedure,
the scope of funding and the extent to which the money is used and is useful.
It is high time that procedures and basic rules were proposed in keeping
with the trend towards more functional management of Community funds and, most
important of all, the need for budgetary transparency common to all parliamentary democracies .

.
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CONCLUSIONS
12.

The Comm.ittcc on nudg('ts hopes that tl1c points it h;,s mnde, th('

contraclictions it has brought out, the obscurities it has Cl'."iticized,
and the modifications which it proposes as absolutely necessary will
elicit a clear response from the two other institutions.
0

0

0

Finally, the Committee on Budgets adopted, by 11 votes in favour
with one abstention, an amendment tabled by its rapporteur on Title 4
'Aids, subsidies and financial contributions', relating to the insertion
of a new Article 402 'Aid to bee-keepers' with an allocaticn of 2.5m u.a.
This is an item of non-compulsory expenditure well within
Parliament's remaining margin for manoeuvre (7m u.a.) for 1975.
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5 November 1975

Doc. 279/1/PdA

DRAFT
SUPPLEMEN'rARY AND RECTIFYING BUDGET No. 3 OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMl1Nl'!'l.l•!H J•'OH 'f'Jlf,:

1')7'3 Pl:NANCll\l, Yl~AH

DRAFT AMENDMENT No. 1
tabled by the Committee on Budgets
SECTION II! - COM,~ISSION
(A) EXPENDITURE
Title 4 'Aids, subsidies and financial contrioutions'
Chapter 40 'Aids'
Insert a new Article 402 'Aid to bee keepers'
Enter appropriations of 2.5m u.a.
( B) ~EVENUE

Increase rovenuo accordingly

JUSTIFICATION
During the debate on the 1975 General Budget of the European
Communities, the European Parliament presented a proposal for the
deletion of the premiums for the denaturing of sugar (which the
Council also approved) subject to the presentation by the Commission
of a proposal for a regulation on direct aid to European bee-keepers,
in view of the importance of bee-keeping for the ecological balance
of the earth.
The Commission promised at the time to examine the matter and
subsequently presented a proposal for a regulation.

The expenditure

for the present financial year, required to initiate this action,
should be entered in the present supplementary budg~t.

- 11 -
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,9PINI0N OF THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURZ
Draftsman:

Mr J.

SCOTT-HOPKINS

The Committee on Agriculture appointed Mr Scott-Hopkins draftsman
on 2 October 1975.
At its meeting of 23 and 24 October 1975 it examined the draft
opinion and adopted it by 15 votes in favour and one against.
Prni-wnt:

Mr Houdot., chairman7 Mr Laban, vice-chairman;

Mr Scoll-llopklns, draftsman, Mr Bourdellon, Mrs U11nwoody, Mr f''nbbr Jn i

(doputising for Mr Lemoine),

Mr

Frehsee, Mr Gibbons, Mr Hansen,

Mr Howell, Mr Hughes, Mr Kofoed, Mr Ligios, Mr Liogier, Mrs Orth and

Lord St.Oswuld.

-12 -
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The purpose of the Commission's proposal
1.

The Draft Amending and Supplementary Budget No 3 put forward by tho

Con1111h1:,;:in11 .i.s .int.endod Lo mc1ke available additional appropriations in the
Guarant.ou Socllon of Lh" EACGF l:o moot increusod expenditure, arisin~J from
(a}

the new prices fixed in February la:it for the ~~75/76
marketing year;

(b}

the evolution of the market situation in the agr1cultural sector.

The Commission's draft budget provides for a further 200 m.u.a. to be
included for 1975, as well as important transfers between and within chapters
of the Budget.
Budgetary procedure

2.

In previous years the Commission, in presenting its budget for the

agricultural sector, invariably over-estimated expenditure to cover price
increases and tho inevitable market fluctuations.

The re~ult was that nor-

mally only 80% of appropriations were allocated.

In response to a number of

requests by the Council, in 1975 the Commission attempted to calculate more
exactly expenditure for the financial year 1975.

This resulted in a minimal

increase in nominal expenditure and a decrease in real expenditure.

It also

meant that in the event of price fixing for 1975/76 leading to an increase in
prices and expenditure the appropriations would not be available.

Conse-

quently, the Commission provided in its preliminary draft budget for 200 m.u.a.
under Chapter 98, Non-allocated Provisional Appropriations.

However, this

provision for 200 m.u.a. was deleted by the Council, requiring a supplementary
budget to meet increased expenditure resulting from prices fixed in February
1975.

The Committee on Agriculture, in the opinion drawn up by Mr Scott-

Hopkins, on the draft budget for 1975, stated that it was "nonsense to exclude
forward estimatoH when it is known that prices will incroaso to keep up with
inflation and p:r:oduction costs" (l} •
/

Budgetary technigues contained in the present proposal
3.

In the Commission's preliminary draft budget for 1975 the figure provided

to cover price increases was fixed at 200 m.u.a.

It must be recognised that

this was an arbitrary figure, even while being calculated on the basis of l:ikely
increases.

On the other hand the serious economic situat.1.on facing all Member

States in the Community did not, and does not, allow for the entry of over(1) Doc. 350/74, p. 39.

,.
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generous budgetary estimates.
expenditure.

A limit must be placed on possible future

In furtherance of this aim the Conunission had decided that it

will limit the present supplementary budget to the figure of. 200 m.u.a.,

~

though this budget has to meet increased expenditure resulting from the
changing market situation as well as the new prices for 1975/76.
This self-imposed, and even arbitrary, limitation on new appropriations
requested by the Commission has the merit of imposing on tho8e responsible
for drawing up the agricultural budget a strict discipline.

Considering the

present economic climate such discipline is to be welcomed.
4.

On the other hand, the budgetary straitjacket of 200 rn.u.a. has led the

Commission into a number of new and sometimes dubious budgetary techniques in
order to contain appropriations within the required figure.
are: to reduce estimated expenditure for 1975;
to the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF;

The main aims

to transfer appropriations

and to effect large scale transfers

within the Guarantee Section.
Reduction of estimated expenditure for 1975
5.

(a)

Firstly, the Commission has adopted the extraordinary procedure of

seeking to change the legal basis of a regulation in force (no 464/75(l)
of 27 February 1975) so that 50% of the cost of establishing systems of
'

premiums for the producers of bovine animals may be transferred from
the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF to the Guidance Section( 2 ).
Those
appropriations from the Guarantee Section are to be reduced by 62.5
m.u.a. and this figure is to be covered from appropriations to be
entered in the Guidance Section for 1975( 3 ).
Whatever the correctness of arguments that these particular premiums
are concerned in part with the restructuring of agriculture as well as
ensuring reasonable incomes to farmers, such legal juggling cannot be
justified simply to make appropr:iations fit pre-e&tablished limits.
(b)

The Commission has introduced a new instrument into the budget,

that of the reduction of expenditure when it has been established that
Member States have misapplied appropriations allocated.

Therefore 62

m.u.a. are to be withheld from Member States following a number of proved
cases of mis-spending.

The Commission is to be congr~tulated on this

important contribution to budgetary control.
(1)

O.J. No L 52, 28.2.1975.

(2)

See Commission proposal COM(75) 478 final, 17.9.1975.

(3)

No new entry is to be found as the Council has yet to agree to the
modification to Reg. 464/75: see COM(75) 478 final.

-14 -
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These two reduc~ions (of 62 and 62.5 m.u.a.) reduce estimated expenditure
for 1975 from 4,696.5 m.u.a. to 4,572 m.u.a.
Transfer of appropriations from outside the EAGGF, Guarantee Section
6.

As well as reducing estimated expenditure the Commi~sion seeks to increase

appropriations available by temporarily transferring credits from outside the
~AGGF to the Guarantee Section,to the extent of 60 m.u.a.,from chapters covering
fQbd aid •. This is again financial juggling and completely undermines the legal 1

texts governing the budget. This cannot be accepted,in principle,though in this
case real savings have been made on food aid in 1975. It should be noted that
the European Parliament has been consulted on a further proposal to give the
commission carte blanche on further operations of this kind(l).
Additional appropriations requested
7.

200 m.u.a. are entered as additional appropriatins.

This is a reasonable

figure and demonstrates the serious intention of the Commiasion to limit budgetary expenditure in response to the requests made by the Council and individual
Member States.

While the Committee on Agriculture cannot accept that expen-

diture on the FAGGF be limited by purely arbitrary figures and political considerations, it must recognise the serious nature of the present economic
situation.
8.

The initial credits for 1975 were 3,980.5 m.u.a.

When 331.5 m.u.a.

carried on from the previous year, together with 60 m.u.a. taken from food
aid and the additional 200 m.u.a., are added to these initial credits, the
total corresponds to the revised estimate of expenditure for 1975, i.e.

...

4,572 m.u.a.

In other words, the Commission, by a degree 0f budgetary

manipulation, often unorthodox in nature, has managed to balance its budget
within a request for additional appropriations of 200 m.4.a.

BUIX;ET REQUIREMENTS AND RESERVES

,,

Estimated
expenditure

Reductions,
appropriations
withheld from
Member States

Reductions,
partial transfer
financing to
Guidnnce Section

Reduced
estimated
expenditure
1975

4,696.5 m.u.a.

62 m.u.a.

62.5 m.u.a.

4,572 rn.u.a.

f

Initial
appropri-

Appropriations

ations 1975

carried
over

3,980.5
m.u.a.

331.5
m.u.a.

Transfer
from
food aid

Additional
appropriations

Total appropriations
available 1975

60 m.u.a.

200 m.u.a,

4,572 rn.u.a.

(1) COM(75) 497 final

,,
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Transfers within the EAGGF, Guarantee Section
9.

Since the budget for 1975 was drawn up the evolution of a number of

agricultural sectors has led to extraordinary expenditur8
- in the sugar seclor, subeidiaod importH tu cuvnr 3 Lompor~ry H~ar~ity
led to very heavy expenditure requiring an additional 190 m.u.a.;
- the collapse of the beef market led to increased intervention,
supported by a number of direct premiums to producer~ and subsidies
to encourage consumption, requiring an additional 20C m.u.a.;
- the crisis caused by the over-production of wine has led to increased
interventio~, in particular special distillation campaigns, requiring
an additional 105 m.u.a.;
- recoupment delay in the payment of premiums and losses on the export
sale of tobacco held in intervention in the tobacco sector call for
an additional 150 m.u.a.;
- the need to improve the organisation of the fishing sector, which

has been hard hit by imports and increasing costs, requires an extra
5 m.u.a.
In addition, monetary compensatory amounts and accession compensatory
amounts require respectively 100 and 230 m.u.a.
10.

It is clear that a very large additional expenditure due to market

evolution and monetary instability would normally have led to a sharp upward
revision of estimated expenditure for 1975 thus making the Commission's 200
m.u.a. of additional appropriations insufficient.

The Commission has got

around this problem by the adroit use of transfers between the chapters of
the budget covering the EAGGF Guarantee Section.

But it must be remembered

that expenditure for the remaining months of 1975 may require a further
supplementary budget.

11.

Thus the Commission has transferred, for example, 400 m.u.a. from the

milk and dairy sector, 270 m.u.a. from the fats sector, and smaller sums from
the cereals, rice, pork and egg sectors, as well as from products not covered
by Annex II of the Treaty.

While a certain and strictly limited degree of

transfer of appropriations may be acceptable, provided that the European
Parliament is consulted upon such transfers, the Conunission is making nonsense
of the budget put forward in November last for the 1975 financial year.
Nearly a quarter of the appropriations made available to the milk and dairy

sectors are now to be transferred to other sectors.

The amount to be trans-

ferred from the fats sector (made up from allocations for 1974 and 1975) is

-16 -
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...

almost equal to two-thirds of the appropriations entered fo~ 1975.

In the
case of sugar and wine the amounts to be transferred to these sectors are

considerably greater than the appropriations originally entered for this
year, and in the case of the beef sector represent roughly one half.
APPROPRIA'l'IONS TRANSFERRlliD WITHIN THE EAGGF, GUARP...N'l'EE SECTION

To

From

Chapter 60 - Cereals
61 - Rice
62 - Milk and milk products
63

-

-

30

-

25

- 400

-

Fats and oils

64 - Sugar

+ 189

65 - Beef and veal

+ 200

270

66 - Pork

-

75

67 - Eggs and poultry

-

10

-

15

68 - Fruit and vegetables
69 - Wine

+ 105

70 - Tobacco

+ 50

71 - Fishing

+

5

73 - Other aectors or products

+

5

74 - Not included in Annex I I
75 - Acce8sion compensatory amounts

+ 101

76 - Monetary compensatory amounts

+ 230

This gives rise to two immediate conclusions.
Firstly, that this is not a budget which deals merely with the conse-

13.

quences of price ir,cr,3ases for 1975, but is a comprehensive and far-reaching
revision of the budget as originally presented.

Indeed it might also be

consiJered as a second budget as far as agriculture is co:icerned.

Since the

Committee on Agriculture will not have the same ability to modify planned
expenditure, clearly its powers to supervise the budget have been considerably
and unacceptably reduced.
Secondly, it is difficult to understand how the Comnnssion asked in

14.

October 1975 for appropriations which go so far beyond actual expenditure in
the milk, dairy, fats and rice sectors, and to a lesser degr.ee the cereals
sector.

Notwithstanding the difficulties of estima~ing expe,1diture in the

agricultural sector, such ov€r-generous requests for ci;edits undermine the
whole budgetary procedure and the powers of control allocated to the European
Pi' r

!_

i;:,r;:ien t.

-17 -
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It is to be hoped that in the future the Commission will adjust its
budget much more closely to market trends which have clearly emerged, i.e.
the scarcity situation in the cereal and rice sector ar.d the more balanced
markot for milk and dairy products.
The Committee on Agriculture would also draw attention to the fact that increased expenditur~ for sugar is temporary, resulting fran high-priced imports
to cover the short-term scarcity situation in the Conununity, and would not
justify any increase in appropriations beyond those allocated originally for
1975.

On the other hand the alleviation of the beef market has been mild

and may be temporary so that the appropriations entered for the budget in
1976 should be nearer the figure resulting from this s~pplementary budget

rather than those originally entered for 1975.

l',.

'l'ho CommlLl.tw on Aqd.culture hnH been aakad to giv~ ite opinion on a supplo-

ruentary budqet t:o mm'lt t.hA financia I needs of t.ho Guar.antae Section of the E:1\GGI~.
Agricultural budgets are always controversial in the Community and are being
increasingly attacked by those who would wish tosee drastic cuts in the appropriations for the CAP.

11

In this supplementary budget the Commission has had to deal with an emerging
deficitcf 189 m.u.a. for the sugar sector, 100 m.u.a. to covar accession compensatory amounts and 230 m.u.a. to cover monetary compens~tory amounts.
In
view of the criticism which the agricultural budget is facing, it is appropriate
to ask the extent to which such expenditure should be charged to the EAGGF.
For example, the 189 extra m.u.a. required for the sugar sector was due almost
0111.inlly lo Urn 111Jud to import 111u9ar to meet the roquirement of Urn C'OllH1t"1flr.
'rho farmer rocedvacl absolutely no bonofil:..

Monetary compenaatory amounLs hav1,

been instituted as a result of the instability of national currencies and the
The farmer
inability of Member States to coordinate their economic policies.
is in no way responsible for these problems and cannot be said to benefit from

the overly complicated solutions developed.

Therefore it would seem to be

'-

appropriate that expenditure which in no way benefits the European farmer,
should be entered under budgetary chapters outside those covering the EAGGF.

~·
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Conclusions
16.

This proposed supplementary budget from the Commission deals not only

with the increase in appropriations due to the fixing of prices for 1975/76
but also with changes in the market evolution of certain agricultural
sectors and in particular the sugar, beef and wine sect0rs.

Appropriations

entered for almost all products have been amended and in a number of cases
drastically, so tha~ this should be seen as a second budget as far as the
agricultural sector is concerned.
17.

This budget was initially made necessary by the fact that the Commission,

in contrast to previous years, attempted to calculate much more precisely the
likely expenditure for the ensuing financial year.

This mcde certain that a

t1uppJ.c,m1,nl:1\ry bu<lqet was required fol lowing the Council's rejection of a reserve
nf &1JJpropclF1tiun14 t.o t·c,v.,,- t.!10 at111u,,l pd<:'o inn:oaReA.

Jn <Jenera1 on~ would

be opposed to the over-intensive use o( supplementary budgsts, which make nunsense of original forecasts.

When, however, additional appropriations are

required by the normal timetable of Community activity and the inevitable
changes in the evolution of agricultural markets, provision for a reserve or a
supplementary budget may be preferable to entering over-gt3nerous and completely
unrealistic figures in the original general budget.

,

Such reserves or supple-

mentary budgets allow for more precise calculation of appropriations required
and for much closer scrutiny by Parliament of the use to ~1ich appropriations
entered are put.

'rhe Committee on Agriculture would regret any return to the

previous system whereby financial requirements were so over-estimated that only
80% of creditH made nvnJlahle were employed in many sectors.

..,

18.

Recognising the difficult economic situation facing Europe, the Committee

on Agriculture welcomes the efforts made by the Commission to limit additional
appropriations required to 200 m.u.a.

While the imposition of unrealistic

financial restrictions on political grounds would be unacceptable and very destructive to European agriculture, pressing economic realities must be faced up to.
19.

On the other hand the Commission has made use of a number of budgetary

sleights-of-ha=-id which cannot be c0ndoned, however meritorious the aim, especially
when the Commission seeks to alter general provisions ccvering budgetary procedure in order to cover an individual case.

If the European Parliament were

to consent to such methods ::he pr:ovisions governing the adoption of the budget
would be oaten away in a piecemeal fashion.
The Committee on A~riculture wishes to stress that. the responsibility for
the necessity to have recourse to such budgetary procedures must be placed on
the Council of Ministers for refusing to accept that a reserve to cover price
increases be entered into the 1975 budget.
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The Committee on Agriculture must insist that in future budgetary
estimates be calculated more closely and that enourmous t~ansfers of the
kind proposed here do not take place.
20.

Furthermore, this committee requests that urgent considerationl::e given

to the classification of expenditure so that appropriationn ~rovided purely
to meet the interests of the consumer, or to offset the inability of Member
States to agree upon common economic policies capable of solving monetary
instability, are not placed at the charge of the EAGGF.
tural Policy is the one common Community policy in place.

The Common AgriculHowever, it has

come under severe and often misplaced criticism from those who claim that
it demands unjustifiably inflated appropriations.

Therefore. additional finan-

cial requirements which are in no way related to Community agriculture should
be entered under other chapters so as to remove the misapprehension that the
European agricultural budget is excessive.
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